CANNABIS STAKEHOLDER BID FIXING: DUST County Runs
Roughshod over
UP CONTINUES
MEETING April 11th
Strawhouse in Big Flat

1st Official Stakeholder
Meeting A Success

Hayfork hosted the 1st ever Trinity County Cannabis Stakeholder meeting to address the present and future changes in
cannabis cultivation and use laws and policies on the local,
state and federal levels. Both Chairwoman Judy Morris and
Hayfork Supervisor John Fenley attended along with approximately 50 other participants. Patrick Murphy, a leader in the
Humboldt initiative to change their local ordinance gave an
informative presentation on the progress in Humboldt. Participants were given the latest released Humboldt proposal
to peruse. Discussions ranged from how organic cultivation
would protect the environment to ideas on how to stabilize
industry for local cultivators.
Continued on pg 8

Lassen, Lake Siskiyou, Modoc, Glenn,
Yuba, Tehama & Sutter Join
for Inclusion in State of Jefferson

By Liz Bowen

Jefferson Declaration Committee

I

t is official. After supervisors
in both Lake and Lassen Counties re-visited the State of Jefferson issue, in March, Lake County
Supervisors voted 3-2 to continue
participation in the movement and
Lassen Supervisors again voted in
favor of the Declaration for withdrawal from the State of California. The Lassen Board actually
continued on pg 4
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n amazing drama unfolded when local Native
American owned McCullough Construction Company won the multi-million dollar bid
for the Wildwood Road Bridge project. To all
witnesses present at the last Board of Supervisors
meeting, it seems that no way was that going to
be allowed to stand. There was a good sized dust
up over Transportation Dept. Head Rick Tippetts’
cock-up on a bid he put out and one of “his” guys
didn’t get. Tippetts wanted to put out the contract
for the Wildwood bridge work again because he
had given out the wrong form and several of the
bidders ‘misinterpreted’ something. The low bid
winner (who was the only contractor to show up at
the BOS meeting) saw it was the wrong form and
turned in the correct one and had no trouble reading the specifications and getting it all right. The
other losing bidders all used the same subcontractor and had about the same bids. No one complained before the bid, which is the time to complain. The low bid included an in-house estimated
$40,000 flora restoration job and the others bids
were above $400,000 because they all were going
to use the same outside consultant Sacramento
based sub-contractor that will charge $400,000 for
the job. The winning bid contractor explained why
it was so low: because he was doing the work.
t went on for awhile. CAO Wendy Tyler was
freaking out. She was making hand gestures to
Chairwoman Judy Morris. Talking to her minime-Wendy AKA County Counsel about 8 inches
from her face. AND Wendy repeatedly caught Dero’s eye and they were exchanging ‘what the Hell’
smiles and shrugs. Why would Wendy and Dero
care who won the bid? Very VERY interesting.
Long story short: Supervisor Groves had recused
himself because he knew one of the contractors. Fisher and Fenley voted to do the bid
again. Burton and Morris voted not to put
the bid out again. So the motion failed and

I

continued on page 7

Employees

T

rinity County’s General Employees
are the lowest paid of all employees
in the county and yet, the county is at an
impasse with them to provide a contract
that would include raises. It’s one thing
for a county government to tighten its
belt in economically tough times but it’s
another thing to climb the ivory tower on
the backs of the poor. The frustration of
the General Unit is that many are struggling to make ends meet. Everything has
gone up in price since 2011 when they
were given a 2% increase (taken back in
2013 to pay more of their pension). Factoring for inflation they are actually doing
more work for less money. Even the State
Mediator couldn’t help with the unfairness. It is clear that the county priorities
are not with the lower level rank and file
worker bees. Just how high is that ivory
tower? County Adminstrator Wendy Tyler
receives a $671 pay raise every month or
a yearly increase of over $8,000 added
onto to her monthly salary of $8,478.
Tyler admitted during a Board of Supervisor meeting that she is the most hated
person in Trinity County as she was chief
negotiator for employee contracts. The
real outrage should come when the public
realizes the kind of raises that Department Heads are getting. Each Dept. Head
except for the Sheriff who opted out of

ATF DROPS AMMO BAN

continued on page 8

Due to intense controversy and opposition from hundreds of federal lawmakers, The
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) has rejected the proposed ban of a popular type of ammunition known as “green tip”.
The M855 “green tip” ammunition is used in the AR-15 rifle and was originally
targeted as contraband by the Obama administration, as it can penetrate body armor
that our law enforcement wears while on duty. The ATF said Tuesday morning that
they are not publishing their final guidelines “at this time”, but instead will wait until
Americans have finished making their opinions known, regarding the
proposed federal ban. They will evaluate any comments and suggestions
before “proceeding with any framework.” At this time, the growing opposition consists of 52 US Senators, 238 Congressional Representatives, and
countless pro-gun organizations and US citizenry; all trying to stop this
“green tip” ammo ban that the Obama administration is trying to implement. A spokesperson for the ATF said “ATF will not at this time seek to
issue a final framework. The Issues in the comments ATF has received to
date will require further consideration, and fully processing all of the comments will take time. Given the overwhelming interest in this issue, and
the issues raised in the comments received so far, ATF will not at this time
issue a final framework.” The ATF also tweeted “You spoke, we listened.
@ATFHQ plans more study on the proposed AP Ammo exemption framework...” “History has proven that the ATF cannot be trusted,” said Sam
Paredes, Executive Director of Gun Owners of California. “We are proud
of the all-out effort that you waged to overturn the proposed ammo ban.
We are wary, wondering if this is a genuine retreat or just a ‘tactical stunt’
on the part of the ATF. For now, this is a great victory for all gun owners
in America.” “There is one guarantee, and it is that Gun Owners of California WILL continue to watch the moves of the ATF.”
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Letters to the Editor
Strike

The Trinity Journal opened its
story on the county employees strike
by saying “continuing to demand what
they believe is a fair contract”. Does
the salary of a take home check of
$1600 to $1800 a month seem like a
fair contract? Is it fair that department
heads get $12,000 or more a month,
but the rank and file are kept poor, and
forced to take a cut in pay, while the
pigs at the trough get all ? Is it a fair
contract when the highest paid employees get raises for compensation
for the increase in benefits costs, but
the lowest paid, most economically
stressed, have a deduction from their
already thin wages? The lowest paid
have to pay for insurance and gas and
maintenance of their transportation
to work, while the highest paid , the
$12,000 a month club, gets to drive a
county paid for car, with no cost to the
user, who is overpaid as it is.
The offer from the county is for the
rank and file to not have a raise, for
2 years, then 2% in the third year. So,
2% of $1800 a month is, $45.00 a
month. Oh boy. The rank and file has
it correct. 10% salary increase, plus
the increase for their PERS. Because,
the department heads get a 5% raise
for the next 5 years, which is $3000 a
month at the end of 5 years. The rank
and file have to wait two years to get
$45 a month, versus the dept heads,
who, since this is January, have received $1800 extra on top of their already inflated salaries.
Then there is the “leverage strike”
comment. What leverage do they
have, if not a strike? They do not have
leverage or support from the county or
state government. They have support
from the public. I know we support
them. The state government encourages the pounding down of the rank
and file, while growing fat at the top.
Jerry Brown is the lead in corruption
in govt.
Then Wendy says “we are puzzled by
the actions of the General unit.” It is
really a simple puzzle to solve, give
the rank and file the 10% they deserve. The dept heads could give up
their raises and spread them out over
the real workers salaries. The board
of supervisors could cap all dept head
wages at $80,000 a year, and redistribute that money to the people who really work. For instance, the road dept.

head gets five figures, per month, yet has
very few employees. We do not need a
road dept head, just have a foreman’s
mtg once a month and carry on. Spread
that money around for the real workers.
Especially since this Tippett has said we
will have crap roads in just a few years.
Why is he still being paid? He is not necessary, and his wages could be used to
give the road workers a raise, up from
the whopping $12 to $15 buck an hour
niggardly wages they get now.
Finally, you rank and file strikers, know
this: We support you, and we suggest
you slow down as much as possible.
President Obama has suggested you not
work hard. Take time off he says, work
on your hobbies, go fishing, obviously
you are not appreciated at work. Better
yet, when you take time off from work,
use it to develop community gardens,
and raise your own food, and supplement your incomes, while not paying
taxes. Set up community workshops, and
make and repair your own stuff. By providing for ourselves, we don’t pay taxes,
and we do not purchase from retail. This
keeps money from the govt one percenters, like Wendy and Tippett, and the corporate one percenters who have sent all
our jobs to China. There are many ways
to strike without being absent from work,
be creative like Obama wants, and hold
out for a fair and living wage. God bless
the rank and file.
		
Arnold Ziffle
		
Zenia

Tippett, Director of public
works, says we in this county will have
very poor roads in just a few years.
Not here in Southern Trinity, not in
the Ruth Zenia area. We have already
begun the process of having our own
road dept. comprised of volunteers,
and current and retired people to do
the road maintenance work. It is a public safety issue, and since you, Tippett,
have thrown in the towel, we are taking over. The growers are organizing
their strategy for bringing us premix
and other road materials, culverts, etc.
We here have our own private equipment, graders, dump trucks, backhoes,
rollers, and other equipment to do the
work. Now, we are not worried about
anyone from the county to come here
and stop us, you inadequates are too
afraid of us. Also, are you really going to insist we drive on crap roads by
trying to stop us? Tippetts, you drive
a county paid for car to drive back
and forth from Redding to Weaverville, every day, damaging the environment much more than if you lived
“in County”, and it has been said you
use the car on the weekends for private business. You, who are paid the
inflated salary of $12,000 a month, do
not worry about your car maintenance
like most of your employees. All you
people who work for this weak and in-

you cannot find money for our roads? By
your inadequacies you are hurting people
of this county economically, physically,
and emotionally.
We demand the board of supervisors dismiss you immediately, and get someone
who can do the job, and can organize with
the private sector to maintain our roads.
Or, since there are so few employees in
the transportation dept, a significant reduction in his salary, and spread it among
those who actually work. Also, we the
people here in Trinity, can mount a phone
call email contact Tippett campaign. Demand he quit, demand he use the timber
tax he collected from logging last year,
here in Zenia, and use that money to fund
our roads. There will be more trucks this
year, more money, we want it here for
road worker wages to be increased, and to
provide us with premix and other materials. Demand he do the job he is so inflatedly paid and maintain our roads. We also
should charge him personally for our vehicle maintenance issues, as he is causing
them. Broken shock, blown tire, a broken
strut, any damage caused by inadequate
road maintenance, charge him for it, sue
him for it. Make it hard for him to stay
here by calling and emailing him everyday, demanding he pull his head out and
get to work, or just leave this county. No
one likes you Tippetts, and for many good
reasons. How inadequate.
Arnold Ziffle, Zenia

Righteous Race

I do not believe in separate races
of humans. There are subhumans, like
ISIS, Nazis, etc. But for all of us regular
folks, we are all the same.
In the fall of 1967, I had just gone into
public high school. Until then, I had
been attending Catholic schools, taught
by the Sisters of perpetual home work.
So on a Friday, after school, my friends
and I were in my garage working on our
motor bikes and stuff. The radio was on,
and a Righteous Brothers song came on.
One of the guys said he loved their music, but his dad would not let him listen to them. We asked why. He said his
dad did not allow colored music in his
home. We told him they were not colored, they were white. I got a star magazine or something that had their picture.
When he saw this, he was so excited.
He asked if he could take the magazine
Send Inquiries and Complaints on County and show his dad. Take it, I
said. It was my sisters so I
Government Corruption or
didn’t care. We saw him at
Mismanagment to:
school the following MonTrinity County Grand Jury
day. We did not ask how it
P.O.Box 2308 Weaverville, Ca. 96093
went with the Righteous
Brothers. It was physically
TRINITY GAZETTE
evident by his split lip and
Trinity County’s
black eyes. In 1967, you
Real News Source
did not correct your father,
Address all mail to:
even if you were right.
Editor, Diane Richards
Robin Rain
Trinity Gazette
Zenia		
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Tippett Lives High on the Hog
more than your employees a month, and
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adequate person, know you are better
people than he is, you have dignity in
your life, and you mean a lot to us. You
are more important than he is. I suggest
you slow down so much in your work,
and you have the voters ok on this, that
he looks worse than he does now. Remember, he makes more in two months
than you do all year, And he does not
have the transportation costs you do.
Remember what Wendy Tyler said.
She said she values her employees. She RECOMMENDED READING
also said she hoped that by you going
on strike, it did not inconvenience very
many citizens. Inconvenience? How
convenient is trying to live on $1500
to $1800 a month? Hey Wendy, who
makes $12,000 a month, or, in two
months makes more than any of you
all year, if you value your employees,
why don’t you pay them a living wage?
And Wendy, how inconvenient is it for
the taxpayer to have to wait 10 days for
a response from you, how many of us
have That convenience in our jobs?
We taxpayers demand you give up the
car, Tippett. You do not deserve it. You,
and your lack of vision, are hurting the
very people you are supposed to serve.
Now of course you will wring your Lilly liver hands and say there is no more
funding of money for the roads. You
are getting paid thousands of dollars

Ferguson Solution
Here is an attempt to help the
people of Ferguson and other towns
like it. First, we must acknowledge the
problem. The city council of Ferguson,
the mayor, any city department head, all
the people employed by the city making
$80,000 to and over $100,000, are the
problem. They have set up a regime to
take, [steal] as much money as they can
from what they refer to as low hanging
fruit. This attitude, or culture of many
municipalities around the country, was
begun by the practices and instruction of
the White House, meaning the Bamer.
The president is solely responsible for
the situation now in play. His divisiveness is incredible. Obama would rather
import students to this country, support
and educate them, meanwhile leaving
our own kids in poverty and injustice.
Bamer is a very unjust president. He
would rather give illegal aliens money
and aid, while legal immigrants are
pushed aside unjustly. Bamer is not a
good or just president. Stupid really.
Before we can make a change in the
presidents push to divide us, we need a
pivot point to remove the tremendous
economic burden these cheating municipalities impose on its poor. And lets
discus their economy for a minute.
There are people who live from day to
day. Families struggle to eat, pay rent,
have a car, they try to make extra money so they can keep their heads above
water, and they are not always able to.
They are economically stretched and
vulnerable, and have very little hope.
Any outside negative economy force,
like an expensive traffic ticket, can and
does hurt these people. They have no
economic buffer to offset this. You cannot save money if you cannot eat. And
maybe the ticket shouldn’t be so expensive, but the cheats in govt. instruct the
police to pile on as much as they can, to
enhance the economy of those already
well off. If you make $100,000 a year
or more, $10,000 is being deposited
into their bank accounts every month,
not the yearly salary of so many of
these poor.
So, a family, poor, but trying, does the
impossible. They work an extra side
job, and set aside enough money for
them to take their kids to the new roller
skating ring a few blocks away. It took
them many hours and a considerable
physical effort to do this. It is Saturday,
the big day, the kids are jumping out of
their skins, they are so excited. Mom
and dad are excited, and are happy to
give their kids the opportunity to have
good safe fun as a family.
As they are driving to the skating ring,
they get pulled over by the old regime
Ferguson police, where they are told the
right rear blinker did not work, but also,
it “looked” like a seat belt was frayed,
and this will end up costing them more
than the day out at the ring, forcing the
parents who worked so hard to turn
back home, as they now will have to
use their hard earned money to pay traffic fines. This is the old Ferguson.
New Ferguson. The police tell the
city managers, councilmen, mayor, and
department heads, they are no longer
going to be their collection agency,
they are tired of having targets on their
backs as a direct result of city govt officials wanting them to pile on infractions. They will not issue any more traffic violations to any one. If there is a
dispute of some kind on the street, it is

settled on the street, by cops that can be
trusted. The police become safe again.
The poor couple who were taking their
kids to go skating get pulled over for
a tail light, are told by the new police
that the light is out, there is a NAPA
down the block, just pull in and they
will help you fix it quick, and get those
kids skating today. No fine, no hassles,
no money to feed the govt pigs at the
trough. This is the pivot point, the turn
back of corruption and greed on those
least able to bear it. The police make a
change for the good by pivoting their
position to do the good in their community they want to, but could not,
or so they thought. They stop giving
tickets, citations, or any other economically damaging fines. They tell
the people they do pull over, but just to
inform of a violation, the city council
and the dept heads want me to cite you,
but we will not, they want your money,
they will have to earn it by coming out
themselves to try.
Because the community police become the pivot for positive change,
they have real positive impacts on the
people, begin to be trusted again, and
make friends. And they are safer.
To all politicians: we do not need
you. You have created an economic
situation that is increasingly difficult
to bear. To all people who say we need
jobs here, they are correct. Where are
all the jobs? Let someone observant
tell you. The jobs, stupid,are in CHINA! Good people of Ferguson and
others like you, organize a job party,
go to the hardware stores, and we see
gloves, tools, equipment, all made in
China. The job party should include
high school students who have no future yet, but could create their own.
Then, set up mini factories, or shops in
each community. Make gloves, tools,
by an electric powered tool, take it
apart, study it, then begin making your
own for the local stores. Made in USA
means you will have a much better
economy than under the Bamer’s regime. Set up mini dress making shops,
grow gardens and process your own
food, become shoemakers, anything
you want. Keep it small, keep it simple. Stay away from banks and other
lenders, pool your own resources to
keep from feeding the other pigs at the
trough, corporate America. They are as
bad as the politicians, by not investing
in our own. And do not worry about
patent laws, the corporations and govt
people do not care about you, you do
not need to care about them or their
profit loss.
All citizens of the US will support
you, and we should tell China, stop
lending us money, we are not paying
you back. And we are taking back our
jobs, so you better find another source
for your income, it will not come from
us. We will make it here, so we do not
need you to make it there.Maybe you
could close the polluting coal plants
the Bamer said it was ok for you to
run, polluting so much more than we
do.
People, unite, form networks off the
internet, and become the creators and
providers you could be, just take the
step. God bless you, God bless the
poor.
		
A. Lewis
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needs the vote of a people. We want to
All Truth Passes Through 3 Stages reestablish our Constitutional Republic
and reinstall Happiness in our Lives
Arthur Schopenhauer was a with Liberty for all. We are doing this
great German Philosopher, born in 1788, legally, and according to the Declarawrote a book about a continually dissat- tion of Independence, using both Caliisfied will continually seeking satisfac- fornia and the US Constitutions.
tion. He said, “All truth passes through In 2010, another group “re-inhabited”
three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Sec- the Constitutional Republic. I found 5
ond, it is violently opposed. Third, it is states that signed. But all of the States
accepted as being self-evident. Hope- need to vote for this. We need to have
fully we are in the third stage. In 1787, again, a government of, for and by
our forefathers created The “Constitu- the People. We are doing this just for
tion for the United States of America.” Siskiyou County and if other counties
In Article IV, Sec. 4: “The United States wish to become again, a Republic, they
shall guarantee to every State in this are free to do so. All you need is to beUnion a Republican Form of Govern- come organized and educate the People
ment, and shall protect each of them so they can open their eyes, to enable
against Invasion; and on Application them to understand what is happening
of the Legislature, or of the Executive and why we need to reestablish, by vot(when the Legislature cannot be con- ing for a Republic. The People may, of
vened) against domestic Violence.” In course, choose to remain in this corrupt
1801, the D. of C. was made a Corpora- Democracy. “Democracy is indispenstion; in 1871 the 41st Congress made us able to socialism,” said Vladimir Lena Corporation, and it was changed some- in.
what in 1874; but now the Powers that We have no cause to separate ourselves
be, have changed us all into a Corpora- or interfere with what any other group
tion. We are bankrupt, our economy is may be doing; only to be Free, in our
falling apart, we are really under Martial Lives, Liberties, Properties and vote to
Law, since Lincoln; our Congress was make our own choices that are Honordeclared Sine Die on March 2, 1861, so able and Wise, and we can only do this
we do not have a legal congress because if “We the People” vote to reestablish
there was no date set to reconvene. We the Republic, as was created in 1787,
have been made Enemies of the State, for we need a De Jure (true, of right)
since 1933, and FDR also took away our Government, not this de facto governprivate gold. In 1973, Nixon took us off ment we have now and to which most
the gold standard; Our government has of the States and many people have
turned us over to the United Nations and succumbed, because they do not know
their socialist communist agenda of Sus- their True History.
tainable Development; When 25 nations 		
Nita Still
ratify “The Constitution for the Federa- 		
Yreka
tion of the Earth,” we will be a “One
World Government;” and on and on. We
are now a Democratic Oligarchy, because we have let an International body
force itself upon us and we did not vote
to let them in, but by our apathy and tolerance we did not object. This is what
is happening all over the earth. http://
worldparliament-gov.org
This is why we want and need to reestablish ourselves as a Republic. The
California Constitution in Art II, Sec.1
says, “All political power is inherent in
the people. Government is instituted for
their protection, security and benefit,
and they have the right to alter or reform
it when the public good may require.”
So you can see what we are trying to do
by using the above information, which

UN Drug Czar Attacks U.S. States
for Ending Cannabis Prohibition
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“The [UN] drug control conventions aim to promote and protect public health,”
claimed UN INCB boss Lochan Naidoo, a South African. “These conventions,
drafted by, and almost universally ratified by States, are the bedrock of the drug
Written by Alex Newman control framework in that they represent the minimum standards agreed upon
Reprinted with permission from
by the members of the international community.” The UN outfit he leads, which
TheNewAmerican.com
styles itself a “quasi-judicial body charged with promoting and monitoring Government compliance with the three international drug control conventions,” also
ith four American states so
rejected the Obama administration-proposed notion of “flexibility” in waging the
far having defied the United
UN-mandated drug war. “This legal obligation is absolute and leaves no room for
Nations and the federal government
interpretation,” Naidoo argued dogmatically.
by ending marijuana prohibition, the
“Flexibility” in the interpretation of the international drug-control regime “has
UN’s army of drug warriors has been
been a reoccurring theme in the media in the recent months, especially in the
meeting in Vienna to plan a response and demand obedience to its global drug- United States, due to legal measures in some jurisdictions on the control of cancontrol regime.
nabis,” the UN outfit complained in a press release. “The Board, however, invited
Uruguay is also in UN crosshairs, with the planetary body’s prohibition buStates to consider the consequences that these measures may have in imperilreaucrats vowing to dispatch a “high-level mission” to the South American
ing the broad consensus these treaties represent, in particular with respect to the
nation in a bid to have the cannabis plant re-criminalized in accordance with
limitation of use of narcotics drugs and psychotropic substances for medical and
UN narcotics treaties. However, resistance to UN demands and even to the
scientific purposes, an obligation to which no derogation is permitted.” The UN
dictator-dominated outfit are growing, with experts increasingly speaking out
also claimed that it recognizes that national governments have “a wide degree of
against the entire notion of a UN-run global prohibition regime that has failed
discretion in the choice of means to implement their legal obligations,” but they
in its supposed mission to stamp out unapproved substances.
are supposedly not allowed to take “any action” that would “threaten” the alleged
According to the UN International Narcotics Control Board (INCB), one of
object and purpose of the UN prohibition regime.
the global agencies responsible for waging the drug war worldwide, planetary
Meanwhile, aside from attacking self-government, national sovereignty, and the
bureaucrats are pressuring the U.S. government to defy the Constitution and
U.S. Constitution, UN drug czars were pushing to further empower themselves
impose pot prohibition on unwilling states. Beginning in 2012 with the deciin the global war on unapproved drugs and those who use them. In a February
sion of voters in Colorado and Washington State to nullify U.S. statutes and
25 press release, UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) boss Yury Fedotov,
UN agreements demanding war on marijuana and its users, prohibition of the
a former diplomat for the regime ruling the Soviet Union, said the global body’s
substance has suffered several major blows across the United States. Last year, alleged role in tackling crime needed to be expanded in the drive to pursue nebuvoters in Alaska, Oregon, and Washington, D.C., nullified the war on pot.
lous notions of “sustainable development.” “While much remains to be done for
Before that, almost half of American states had already defied the UN and the
Member States to effectively implement their commitments, these frameworks
feds by making medical marijuana legal for sick people whose doctors preprovide a sound basis for addressing challenges to the rule of law and justice,
scribe it.
strengthening institutions and promoting international cooperation in support of
The UN’s drug czars have for years been lashing out at the United States
sustainable, equitable development,” he said, calling on national governments to
about the trend, to no avail. In fact, Attorney General Eric Holder, perhaps the adopt even more international agreements globalizing the criminal justice system
most radical federal supremacist to ever occupy the office, was even forced to
— including UN-led planetary gun-control schemes.
concede in congressional testimony that there are limits to Washington, D.C.’s However, at least one organization, the U.S.-based Law Enforcement Against
powers to conscript state governments in the war on drugs. The broader Obama Prohibition (LEAP), is in Vienna urging the UN to restore national sovereignty
administration, meanwhile, for reasons that are not yet clear, has been pushing when it comes to drug policy. “Drug abuse affects nearly every aspect of culture
the UN to allow a “flexible interpretation” of its global prohibition treaties.
and society, yet our existing policies to address it have clearly failed,” argued
“Things have changed since 1961,” said William Brownfield, Obama’s assisMajor Neill Franklin (Ret.), executive director of LEAP, a coalition of criminal
tant secretary at the State Department’s Bureau of International Narcotics and
justice professionals that opposes prohibition due to what it says is the drug war’s
Law Enforcement Affairs, referring to the year the UN prohibition regime was role in fueling gang violence, skyrocketing incarceration rates, and dangerous
established. “We must have enough flexibility to allow us to incorporate those black markets. “We need to acknowledge that the current prohibition model of
changes into our policies.”
drug control has failed and allow countries to find the solutions that work for
Of course, treaty or no treaty, the Constitution does not grant the federal
them.” Among other efforts, the organization and various allies are urging the
government any power to either criminalize substances — that is why alcohol
UN and its member regimes to amend UN treaties “that serve as fountainhead
prohibition required an amendment — or to force states into submission on
for the failed global drug prohibition.” If approved, the proposed changes to the
the issue. Indeed, America’s Founders, the Constitution, and the U.S. Supreme UN prohibition regime and the agreements underpinning it would “vest principal
Court have all made clear that the federal government may not expand its
authority for drug control in the hands of sovereign nations, cooperatively, rather
powers beyond those delegated in the Constitution merely by adopting treathan mandate national subservience to international prohibition,” the group said
ties. Washington, D.C., is explicitly prohibited from commandeering state and in a statement. LEAP also argued that the global prohibition model of the UN has
local governments to enforce its policies. The UN, though, appears ignorant
accelerated the “rising trend in the illicit production of, demand for and traffic
or unconcerned about the constraints on federal power imposed by America’s
in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances” that the planetary drug system
system of limited constitutional government.
was supposedly created to reverse. Of course, a far simpler solution would be for
In Uruguay, meanwhile, authorities went beyond merely ending prohibithe U.S. government to withdraw from the UN and defund all of its efforts and
tion, setting up a system in which the government actually produces and sells
agencies. Constitutionally speaking, the 10th Amendment means that whether or
marijuana directly to consumers. Those policies also fly in the face of the UN’s not prohibition policies are appropriate is a matter for states and local communiglobal prohibition regime — as UN drug warriors have been complaining since ties to decide — not the federal government, and certainly not UN drug czars and
before the policy was even adopted — but Uruguayan officials show no signs
diplomats. Indeed, the American people, who have a long and successful tradition
of backing down in response to escalating UN pressure. The UN now says that of self-government, have no need for guidance and mandates from the UN “dictaefforts by national and state governments to end prohibition threaten the entire tors club” when it comes to policymaking or anything else. With the UN now
world, along with “the health and welfare of mankind.” In a statement released openly attacking the United States and its federal system of constitutional goverlast month, the UN also declared that governments worldwide have an “obliga- nance, it has never been more urgent for Congress to get the U.S. government out
tion” to obey.
of the UN and the UN out of the United States.

W

Lassen & Lake County
Join Jefferson State!

continued from page 1

strengthened its Declaration to include language opposing Reynolds v
Sims, which is the 1964 U.S. Supreme Court decision that took away
the ability for each county to elect a state senator. Lassen and Lake
Counties join Siskiyou, Modoc, Glenn, Yuba, Tehama and Sutter in
their bid for equal representation and are pursuing the U.S. Constitutional process for separation from the State of California. On March
31st, Sierra Jefferson Leader Tom Dotta said that Sierra County will
hold its “First Look” meeting on the State of Jefferson at the Loyalton
Community Church, 601 2nd Street. Time is 6 p.m. For more info
call Tom at 530-993-4524. The Jefferson Declaration Committee has
updated its website. The new name is: www.SOJ51.net and the Jefferson Declaration.net site is now called Jefferson Declaration Blog.
net. Also check out activities in each county on Facebook. Just type
in the county name and add “for State of Jefferson.” elected assembly
and senators in the rest of the state.

Courtesy of netrightdaily.com

EPA Imposes Its Ban on 80% of Wood
Stoves, Fireplaces Are Not Far Behind
by Sara Noble - Independent Sentinel

committing the agency to regulate a certain sector of the economy or type of private property.
ast month, the EPA moved ahead with sweeping new regulations on wood stoves, wood-fired All that’s left is to get the presiding judge to
bless their friendly agreement.
furnaces and outdoor boilers. It is a far-reaching
There’s even a bonus prize in this scheme.
one-size-fits-all solution to an issue requiring less
intrusiveness. Some states say they won’t abide by Because such a settlement is counted as a “win”
for the environmental group plaintiff, that suing
the rule.
The same EPA rule applies to someone living alone group is awarded all of its costs and attorney’s
in the woods as someone living in a crowded hous- fees, creating a revolving fund for its continuing
activity, courtesy of our wallets.
ing development.
The EPA air quality models used a national-average- Presto: the left, including the Obama Adminisbenefit-per-ton measurement and they even admit it tration, advances its aggressive environmental
does not account for local variability. Environment agenda. No need for messy Congressional hearand other factors alter the fine particulate matter they ings or opposing arguments.
Tens of millions have been spent on these corhope to regulate.
rupt “lawsuits” but it is impossible to get a
There is a grandfather clause and the regulations
will be put into place over the course of five years. handle on it at the EPA because they don’t keep
The grandfather clause quells resistance but it does track of their attorney’s time on a case-by-case
ban any reselling or trading of non-compliant wood basis. FOIA requests are being ignored completely.
stoves.
Read more about the fake lawsuits robbing us of
Wood stoves will become very expensive because
these rules will ban 80% of the current wood stoves our freedoms on this link.
and fireplace inserts. Old ones will become more and The studies on which these sue and settle and
EPA decisions are made are not even responmore expensive to repair.
sibly peer-reviewed. The EPA’s regulations
Indoor fireplaces are on the docket and comments
are being taken by the EPA not that they care what have eliminated the possibility of building new
any but the most boisterous classes think. Currently coal refineries and upcoming rules will make it
impossible for older facilities to survive. Coal
fireplace regulation is voluntary.
affects 40% of US households. The furnaces and
The ruling will “require efficiency and carbon
monoxide testing and reporting, which will provide wood-burning stoves will affect another 12%.
consumers additional information to help them select Fireplaces will affect an even greater number.
The EPA’s regulatory determinations lack acthe best wood heater for their homes.” It will cost
countability and transparency which enables
sellers and home owners time and money as they
them to accomplish through a renegade pattern
face an unbending bureaucracy overseeing these
of actions what they cannot achieve through
simple devices.
There are problems that the EPA should address, but democratic legislative processes. Will people
finally lash out or just settle in to the seizure of
the question is if they have gone too far with their
all our energy sources except the impractical and
stringent rules.
costly ones they allow?
Some states like Missouri and Michigan have already barred the federal regulations with legislation Representative Tammie Wilson of Alaska speakand Virginia might do the same, but federal regula- ing to the Associated Press, the Times reported:
“Everyone wants clean air. We just want to make
tors will step in and take over.
sure that we can also heat our homes.” Wilson
The EPA says it will reduce the fine particle emiscontinued: “Rather than fret over the EPA’s comsions by about 70%. At the same time, 12% of
American households heat their homes with wood puter–model–based warning about the dangers
of inhaling soot from wood smoke, residents
stoves and many of them tend to be lower income
have more pressing concerns on their minds as
individuals who won’t be able to afford the new
the immediate risk of freezing when the mercury
wood stoves.
If they really cared as much about the environment plunges.”
One of the complaints is that people hold onto
as they say, we’d have nuclear power which is the
their wood stoves too long but these rules will
cleanest energy form but it’s more about de-industralizing and controlling in accordance with an ensure that for years to come. Others will go
to other forms of heating such as oil and gas
ideological perspective.
which do not limit carbon dioxide emissions as
There are those who don’t want their neighbors to
much as wood can do. Let’s face it, there isn’t a
have wood-burning stoves and claim the smoke is
affecting their health. They gladly welcome the to- thing they won’t control unless they’re stopped.
talitarianism of the unelected bureaucrats in the EPA. These are the people who want to control the
light in your refrigerator. Outdoor appliances and
The regulations will also put many sellers out of
fireplaces are not far behind. Some states have
business, especially mom and pop stores.
already banned stoves as fireplaces and levy
The EPA is imposing mandates on wood-fired
furnaces and outdoor boilers for the first time. The fines on users.
Attorneys General in Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont, all Democratic strongholds, filed suit against
the EPA demanding wood-burning water heaters and
outdoor wood boilers be included. The extreme environmental group EarthJustice also filed suit.
This is an example of “sue and settle” in which the
environmental extremists cooperatively sue and
settle with government officials who don’t want to
deal with the people.
The corrupt scheme allows the EPA more freedom
in advancing harsh regulations on the public. The
scheme works like this according to Senator Vitter of
Louisiana:
A far-left environmental group sues a federal department or agency, like the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), claiming that the government is not
satisfying its regulatory obligations. Then, after
the group and the EPA plan and discuss the matter
– without the involvement of any others, including
affected business, landowners, and state and local
governments – they draft a settlement agreement
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Hemp
History

10,000-year History of
Marijuana Use
1951 The Boggs Act and the
Narcotics Control Act in the
U.S. increases all drug penalties and laid down mandatory
sentences.
1960 Czech researchers confirm the antibiotic and analgesic effects of cannabis.
1963 Turkish police seize 2.5 tons of hashish.
1965 First reports of the strain Cannibis afghanica and
was used for hashish production in northern Afghanistan.
1967 “Smash”, the first hashish oil appears. Red Lebanese
reaches California.
1970-1972 Huge fields of Cannabis are cultivated for
hashish production in Afghanistan. Afghani hashish varieties introduced to North America for sinsemilla production. Westerners bring metal sieve cloths to Afghanistan.
Law enforcement efforts against hashish begin in Afghanistan.
1970 The US National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) forms. That same year the
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act
repealed mandatory penalties for drug offenses and marijuana was categorized separately from other narcotics.
1971 First evidence suggesting marijuana may help glaucoma patients.
1972 The Nixon-appointed Shafer Commission urged use
of cannabis be re-legalized, but their recommendation was
ignored. U.S. Medical research picks up pace. Proposition
19 in California to legalize marijuana use is rejected by a
voter margin of 66-33%.
1973 Nepal bans the Cannabis shops and charas (handrolled hash) export. Afghan government makes hashish
production and sales illegal. Afghani harvest is pitifully
small.
1975 Nabilone, a cannabinoid-based medication appears.
1976 The U.S. federal government created the Investigational New Drug (IND) Compassionate Use research
program to allow patients to receive up to nine pounds
of cannabis from the government each year. Today, five
surviving patients still receive medical cannabis from the
federal government, paid for by federal tax dollars. At the
same time the U.S. FDA continues to list marijuana as
Schedule I meaning: “A high potential for abuse with no
accepted medical value.”
1977 Carl Sagan proposes that marijuana may have been
the world’s first agricultural crop, leading to the development of civilization itself: “It would be wryly interesting
if in human history the cultivation of marijuana led generally to the invention of agriculture, and thereby to civilization.” Carl Sagan, The Dragons of Eden, Speculations on
the Origin of Human Intelligence p 191 footnote.
1977-1981 U.S. President Carter, including his assistant
for drug policy, Dr. Peter Bourne, pushed for decriminalization of marijuana, with the president himself asking
Congress to abolish federal criminal penalties for those
caught with less than one ounce of marijuana.

Is the era of voodoo
science over?
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By Leslie Eastman
New bill targets regulatory extravagance of the
EPA.
One of the earliest projects I took on as a citizen activist was promoting the work of former UCLA
professor, Dr. James Enstrom, an epidemiologist who
challenged the voodoo science used by the California
Air Resources Board to pass stiff, new air emission
regulations.
David French of the American Center for Law and
Justice (ACLJ) explained what subsequently happened to this heroic whistle-blower:
The facts of the case were astounding. As the environmentalist Left pushed new, job-killing regulations in
the interests of “public health,” Dr. Enstrom took his
own look at the data and determined that the health
threat from diesel emissions was being wildly overstated. As he looked further, he discovered that the
lead researcher pushing the new regulations actually possessed a fraudulent degree, purchased from
“Thornhill University,” a shady, long-distance diploma mill. Moreover, members of the state’s “scientific
review panel” tasked with evaluating the science had
in some cases overstayed term limits by decades. At
least one was a known ideological radical. (He was
a member of the infamous “Chicago Seven.”) Dr.
Enstrom did what a scientist should do. He exposed
public corruption, called out fake scientific credentials, and worked to save California from onerous and
unnecessary regulations. So UCLA fired him. After
more than 30 years on the job.
Justice has prevailed in the case ACLJ filed suit on
behalf of Dr. Enstrom, which alleged school officials
unlawfully terminated his appointment as a Researcher in violation of his First Amendment rights and mishandled tens of thousands of dollars of his funding.
Not only did the Regents agree to pay Dr. Enstrom
$140,000, but they also have effectively rescinded the
termination, agreeing to Dr. Enstrom’s use of the title
“Retired Researcher” (as opposed to acknowledgment
as a non-titled terminated employee) and his continued access to UCLA resources he previously enjoyed
during his appointment. “This is a fantastic result
that’s really not a pollutant; that’s a plant food, and it doesn’t harm anybody except that it might include
for Dr. Enstrom,” said David French, ACLJ Senior
temperature increases. Let me ask you one more time: Are you asserting, just give me this answer; if you
Counsel. “Dr. Enstrom has dedicated himself to public take the average of the models predicting how fast the temperature would increase, is the temperature in fact
advocacy on significant scientific issues, at no small increasing less than that or more than that?
cost to himself because of the controversial nature of McCARTHY: I cannot answer that question specifically.
his research. It was a privilege assisting Dr. Enstrom SESSIONS: Mr. Chairman, I would just say, this is a stunning development, that the head of the Environin obtaining this terrific settlement.”
mental Protection Agency, who should know more than anybody else in the world, who’s proposing hunThe settlement is particularly important to Dr. Endreds of billions of dollars in costs to prevent this climate and temperature increases, doesn’t know whether
strom because, he says, “it shows that UCLA and the their projections have been right or wrong.
UC Regents have not been able to suppress a politi- Citizens interested in supporting this bill can contact their congress members.
cally incorrect scientific dissenter.” …
Hopefully, the timing of Enstrom’s victory is an omen that the era a voodoo science is over.
This settlement marks a victory not just for Dr. Enstrom but for academic freedom generally. It sends a
resounding message to public universities that attempts to silence dissenting viewpoints and eradicate
opposition to institutional orthodoxy are costly—and
ultimately losing—battles.
The Trinity Board of Supervisors have appointed Shanna White to the Assessor/Registrar/Clerk
And while that is one small win for science, a bigger
position after elected official Deanna Bradford resigned less than three months into her term.
victory for the nation is possible if new rules related
Although White has no assessor experience and has taken the blame for many elections mishaps,
to containing the regulatory extravagance of the Envithe Board has seen fit to once again put into place an appointed employee to run the elections
ronmental Protection Agency are passed.
office and county assessments. Although the State Board of Equalization has criticized the assesH.R. 1030, the Secret Science Reform Act of 2015, is
ments as unprofessional and unfair favoring corporate operations in Trinity and over taxing local
due to come before the full House shortly. The purpose of this legislation is “to prohibit the Environmen- proerty owners on their mobile homes, the BOS on Wendy Tyler’s recommendation appointed
White. White claimed fault at not posting the Hospital Board election and therefore, Trinity vottal Protection Agency from proposing, finalizing, or
disseminating regulations or assessments based upon
ers could not elect any members for that board. That allowed the Board of Supervisors to appoint
science that is not transparent or reproducible.”
every member. There have been many allegations of nepotism in this department that also apDr. Enstrom indicates that Congressman Lamar Smith pears to be ignored by the local District Attorney, the County Counsel and the BOS. Supervisor
cited him in connection with his efforts to force EPA
Keith Groves asked why not put up a new election? BOS once again has election office under
to use transparent scientific results.
their control. Decade after decade.
This bill is not coming a moment too soon. During a
recent Senate Environment and Public Works Committee hearing, Senator Jeff Sessions grilled EPA chief
Gina McCarthy on her agency’s grab for money and
power that is entirely based on shaky science. During
the exchange, McCarthy could not explain whether
climate change models were correct, and the Sen.
Sessions drilled down into data that McCarthy either
wanted to skip over or amend.
SESSIONS: All right. Carbon pollution is CO2, and

BOS appoints Shanna White to
Assessor Position

HILLARY ABOVE THE LAW?
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BID FIXING: DUST Rural Schools
Hillary Clinton was caught violated the Federal UP CONTINUES
Funding Restored?
Records Act. Within hours, it has been revealed that her
WRITTEN BY: WALID SHOEBAT

close adviser Huma Abedin may have done the same.
Based on evidence, both have used private email accounts
to conduct government business, which is a crime.
As former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is finding herself at the center of controversy involving her use of private email accounts to conduct official government business, her Muslim Brotherhood-linked close adviser Huma
Abedin appears to have done the same thing. Though it’s
not known how Abedin used her clintonmail.com address,
a Clinton spokesman reportedly would not answer questions seeking answers about that usage. News that Abedin
may have broken the law relative to using a private email
account to conduct government business would certainly
not be her first controversy.
Pick up Bradlee Dean’s powerful testimony, illustrated by
former DC Comics artist Danny Bulanadi, in the Sons of
Liberty Store. As Shoebat.com has reported, her time as a
Special Government Employee (SGE) may have violated
federal statutes. In a letter to Secretary of State John Kerry
in 2013, Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA) raised concerns
about Abedin’s role as an SGE as well as her time in the
position. Specifically, Grassley had concerns about Abedin violating a federal statute. A response letter was sent to
Grassley by Abedin’s attorney. Enclosed was a letter from
Abedin to that attorney. Shockingly, it appears to reveal a
smoking gun… by Huma’s own hand. In the letter, Abedin
confesses to working as an SGE for 240 days: Of course,
all of this says nothing about the discoveries of Shoebat.
com in 2011, as Abedin was caught in the spotlight of a
scandal involving the sexting exploits of her husband, then
U.S. Congressman Anthony Weiner, a Jewish Democrat.
That Weiner is Jewish is relevant because Abedin comes
from a Muslim Brotherhood family; her mother is one of
63 leaders in the Muslim Sisterhood. The marriage defied
the most basic laws obeyed by Muslim fundamentalists.
As Shoebat.com reported, such laws can be legally broken
when using the tactic of Muruna.
In June of 2012, Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN) and
four other congressmen sent letters to various Inspectors
General, to include the office at the State Department. In
the letter to the State Department’s IG, Abedin’s irrefutable ties to the Muslim Brotherhood through her family
were introduced.
Despite these irrefutable links, the IG’s office did not respond and Bachmann was derided by the most prominent
members of her own Party, to include Senator John McCain, Speaker John Boehner and House Intelligence Committee Chairman Mike Rogers.
It would appear that with the private email issue, the SGE
issue, and Abedin’s Muslim Brotherhood connections, an
unflattering mosaic of Hillary’s adviser is being revealed.

continued from pg 1

they have to bring it back. Construction Industry
Force Account Council representative Sally Riley
advised the county to protect its reputation of fair
play and reject all bids! She claims she monitors
public entities; something to do with watching contracts. She may have come from the direction of
Redding since she complained about the road work.
Tippitts wouldn’t look at her. Fenley and Fisher
both took what looked like business cards from her,
outside during a break. She wanted the bid to be
resubmitted.Why would a ‘watch-dog’ group get
bent that the taxpayer was saving $360,000???
Who told her to be there? The appearance during the meeting is that she blantantly “represents”
the big construction company interests and not the
“little guy”. The highest bidder was the same one
that won the much hated East Connector/Lance
Gukch bridge project. Wendy sure cared more than
she should...so did Dero. Next BOS meeting they
will be back. Wonder what is going to happen between now and then?? Will the low bidder cave?
or will they pay them off? Are they are trying to
put this minority business owner out of business?
McCullough already was told he won the bid and
he put $87,000 up for bond for the project. He complained to the BOS that since he won the bid he had
to turn down other jobs and he will suffer a substantial loss as they drag out the process and renege
on his winning bid. If the county counsel does not
smell a lawsuit then she hasn’t a nose or a brain.
“Mackey” from McCullough Construction said
“A bid is a bid”. Well, maybe not in Trinity when
the favored bidders don’t win! In fact, now all the
bidders know each others bids. How will the next
re-bid be fair in any form, Ms. Riley?
McCullough knows how to build bridges, he has
worked Trinity’s back country for decades and
has the experience to do the challenging job of the
Wildwood road project. He knows that now is the
time to remove the trees and do the ground work
before it heats up and becomes a fire danger to do
that work. He is ready and more than able to get the
job done. When Tippets came out of the closed session meeting with the BOS and county counsel, he
was not a happy camper. His jaw was tight and he
dragged his feet every step.
Supervisor Burton did his homework before the
meeting and realized that the county document
packet on the project was missing 100s of pages.
Oops. Burton had better watch his back as he
peddles back and forth to Junction City.

One Woman’s Point of View: Surrender

WASHINGTON, DC – U.S. Rep. Greg Walden
(R-Hood River) today announced that he has
secured a two year extension of the Secure Rural
Schools program for local schools, roads, and law
enforcement in Oregon’s rural forested communities. The extension has been included in a bipartisan agreement to reform how doctors are paid
under Medicare, which the House is set to vote on
this week.
“Last December, Speaker Boehner and I committed to extending this lifeline for rural Oregon
communities by March 31. Today, we fulfill that
commitment. My Oregon colleague Peter DeFazio
deserves credit too for working with his leadership to support including this provision. This two
year extension gives us time to continue work on
a long-term plan to reform federal forest policy to
grow jobs in the woods, improve forest health, and
provide certainty for essential local services like
schools and roads,” Walden said.
The extension will provide funding to 33 cashstrapped Oregon counties. It is broadly supported
by local teachers, sheriffs, first responders, and
county commissioners. If the county timber payments were not extended, the consequences would
be dire for public safety and education. School districts like Grant County School District 3 would
be forced to choose between laying off 10 percent
of their teachers, eliminating 10 days of instruction, or deferring maintenance for an entire year
on their 90-year-old school facilities.
According to the Josephine County Sheriff’s
Office, they would be forced to eliminate their
remaining patrol deputies and 911 dispatchers by
July without this funding. The Department faces
worse patrol shortages than nearly two years ago
when a 911 dispatcher asked a woman if she could
just ask a man assaulting her to go away because
there were no deputies to send on weekends.
House consideration of this bipartisan agreement
is expected this week. If passed by the House this
week, the bill would then go to the Senate for a
vote. Walden pledged to continue bipartisan work
to reform federal forest policy. “During the last
session of Congress, the House twice passed a
bipartisan plan to reform federal forest policy. Unfortunately, Senate Democratic leaders never took
any meaningful action to reform federal forest
policy. I pledge to continue working hard to put
forth a long-term solution to actively manage our
forests to grow jobs and revenue.”

By Yvonne Storkey

Although not a Christian, I have always been fascinated by the story of Job in the Old Testament. Throughout the history of mankind, long before Christianity began, we have always used stories - fables, cautionary tales, myths, legends - to teach people about life and how to live it, and to explain the world around
us. This makes the story of Job an interesting and potentially valuable study.
If your memory needs refreshing, Job was a man of great faith and great wealth, who prided himself on both. Satan asked God if he could test Job and make him
lose his faith, and he was given the go-ahead. A series of trials and personal challenges ensued: Job lost his possessions and children, his wife died, he lost his
health, all the while maintaining his faith. Eventually a couple of his friends convinced him God would not punish a just man, it must be Job’s own fault that
these disasters were befalling him. Just as Job was beginning to waver, and believe he was being treated unfairly, another young man stepped in. The new arrival
castigated Job and his friends for thinking they could know the mind of God, and that God owed them an explanation. Job realized the error of challenging What
Is, and realized that the only true act of faith is to accept everything that comes. God then gave Job another family and doubled his earthly possessions.
I thought rather naively that the story was saying bad things happen to good people, and if you can wait it out, eventually you will be rewarded, and end up better
off than you were. But that is only scratching the surface of its meaning: I think at heart the story is telling of the importance of surrender.
Surrender is a dirty word, particularly for a country like America, since it carries with it connotations of defeat, weakness and failure. But instead of thinking
conquering armies and their vanquished enemies, try thinking of embracing whatever happens without judgement, approaching life with a vast tolerant acceptance of What Is, and perhaps you will have a clearer idea of the surrender I am talking about.
As a species, mankind has been devoted to The Struggle for a long time. What other species could invent a 5 day working week doing something you don’t enjoy
that barely offers you a viable standard of living at the end of it?And then tell you if you do not have money you are not important enough to bother with? All the
other animals would laugh at us, if it were not so tragic (after all we have made the rest of the planet suffer with us).
Instead of rowing our boat upstream, determined to fight the current at any cost, think of Surrender as shipping the oars, turning the prow, and flowing with the
stream of life, rather than against it. We can argue with What Is, we can say what should and shouldn’t be so, we can blame others for it, we can set up an entire
(legal) system whereby we can be rewarded for saying what should and shouldn’t be. But in the same way, we can waste an enormous amount of energy fighting the
inevitable. In my own life, I call it ‘arguing with God’ - can anything truly be more futile than saying ‘That shouldn’t be’, when it already is? The simplest way of
deciding whether something is important or not is to observe: if it happened, then obviously it had to happen.
I am not saying that Surrender means we should never seek to change anything. The duality of this world is one of our most effective learning tools: Seeing darkness helps us understand light; and seeing what we do not want helps us to clarify what we do want. However, blame, resignation, self pity, victim mentality, defeat
and anger are not true Surrender. Acceptance does not mean we have to like what happened, simply that we graciously embrace it. And move on.

I BELIEVE IN EASTER
The Story of Edith
Burnsa true story.
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CANNABIS STAKEHOLDER MEETING

April 11th - strawhouse - big flat - food & drink served
ATTEND TO HAVE A VOICE IN THE future legalization &
regULATION of cannabis how it aFfects you &
YOUR COMMUNITY - cALIFORNIA canNabis voice TRINITY

call for details: 650-296-2169

young mother sitting beside herDr. Phillips knew why Edith was there and what she was doing.
You see, Edith Burns had a habit of introducing herself in this way: “Hello, my name is Edith Burns. Do you believe in Easter?” Then she would explain
the meaning of Easter, and many times people would be saved. Dr. Phillips walked into that office and there he saw the head nurse Beverly. Beverly had
first met Edith when she was taking her blood pressure. Edith began by saying, “My name is Edith Burns. Do you believe in Easter?” Beverly said, “Why
yes I do.”Edith said, “Well, what do you believe about Easter?” Beverly said, “Well, it’s all about egg hunts, going to church, and dressing up.” Well
Edith kept pressing her about the real meaning of Easter, and finally led her to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. Dr. Phillips said, “Beverly, don’t call
Edith into the office quite yet. I believe there is another delivery taking place in the waiting room. After being called back in the doctor’s office, Edith
sat down and when she took a look at the doctor she said, “Dr. Will, why are you so sad? Are you reading your Bible? Are you praying?” Dr. Phillips
The Lady’s name was Edith Burns. She was a wonderful Chris- said, “Now Edith, I’m the doctor and you’re the patient.” With a heavy heart he said, “Your lab report came back and it says you have cancer, and Edith,
tian who lived in San Antonio, Texas. She was the patient of a you’re not going to live very long.” Edith said, “Why Will Phillips, shame on you. Why are you so sad? Do you think God makes mistakes? You have just told
fine Christian doctor by the name of Will Phillips. Dr. Phillips me I’m going to see my precious Lord Jesus, my husband, and my friends. You have just told me that I am going to celebrate Easter forever, and here you
are having difficulty giving me my ticket!” Dr. Phillips thought to himself, “What a magnificent woman this Edith Burns is!” Edith continued coming to Dr.
was a gentle doctor who saw patients as people.
His favorite patient was Edith Burns. One morning he went to Phillips every day. Christmas came, and the office was closed through January 3rd. On the day the office opened, Edith did not show up. Later that afternoon,
his office with a heavy heart and it was because of Edith Burns. Edith called Dr. Phillips and said she would have to be moving her story to the hospital and said, “Will, I’m very near home, so would you make sure that
they put women in here next to me in my room who need to know about Easter. Well, they did just that and women began to come in and share that room
When he walked into that waiting room, there sat Edith with
with Edith. Many women were gloriously saved. Everybody on that floor from staff to patients were so excited about Edith, that they started calling her Edith
her big black Bible in her lap. She was earnestly talking to a
Easter; everyone except Phyllis Cross, the head nurse. She made it plain that she wanted nothing to do with Edith because she was a “religious nut”. She had
been a nurse in an army hospital. She had seen it all and heard it all. She was the original G.I. Jane. She had been married three times, she was hard, cold,
and did everything by the book. Well, one morning the two nurses who were to attend to Edith were sick. Edith had the flu, and Phyllis Cross had to go in
and give her a shot. When she walked in, Edith had a big smile on her face and said, “Phyllis, God loves you and I love you, and I have been praying for
you.” Phyllis Cross said, “Well, you can quit praying for me, you religious nut, it won’t work. I’m not interested.”
Edith said, “Well, I will pray and I have asked God not to let me go home until you come into the family.” Phyllis Cross said, “Then you will never die
because that will never happen.” She walked out of the room. Every day Phyllis Cross would walk into that room and Edith would say, “God loves you Phyllis
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the raise scheme are receiving 5% step raises. and I love you, and I’m praying for you.” One day Phyllis Cross said she was literally drawn to Edith’s room like a magnet would draw iron. She sat down on
For example, Transportation Dept. Head Rick the bed and Edith said, “I’m so glad you have come, because God told me that today is your special day.” Phyllis Cross said, “Edith, you have asked everybody
here the question, ‘Do you believe in Easter?’ but you have never asked me.” Edith said, “Phyllis, I wanted to many times, but God told me to wait until you
Tippett makes $11,000
asked, and now that you have asked ...” Edith Burns took her Bible and shared with Phyllis Cross the Easter Story of the death, burial and resurrection of Jea month salary plus a
sus Christ. Edith said, “Phyllis, do you believe in Easter? Do you believe that Jesus Christ is alive and that He wants to live in your heart?” Phyllis Cross said,
$524 monthly increase.
“Oh I want to believe that with all of my heart,and I do want Jesus in my life.” Right there, Phyllis Cross prayed and invited Jesus Christ into her heart. For
That means that in a four
the first time Phyllis Cross did not walk out of a hospital room, she was carried out on the wings of angels.Two days later, Phyllis Cross came in and Edith
year span, Tippett will
said, “Do you know what day it is?” Phyllis Cross said, “Why Edith, it’s Good Friday.” Edith said, “Oh, no, for you every day is Easter. Happy Easter Phyllis!”
have earned a additional
Well, two days later, on Easter Sunday, Phyllis Cross came into work, did some of her duties and then went down to the flower shop and got some Easter
$24,526.00. Meanwhile,
lilies because she wanted to go up to see Edith and give her some Easter lilies and wish her a Happy Easter. When she walked into Edith’s room, Edith was
Tippett recently issued
in bed. That big black Bible was on her lap. Her hands were in that Bible. There was a sweet smile on her face. When Phyllis Cross went to pick up Edith’s
pink slips to many road
employees citing funding losses. The average hand, she realized Edith was dead. Her left hand was on John 14: “In my Father’s house are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you, I will come again
and receive you to Myself, that where I am, there you may be also.” Her right hand was on Revelation 21:4, “ And God will wipe away every tear from their
general employee gets an increase of $50 a
eyes, there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying; and there shall be no more pain, for the former things have passed away.” Phyllis Cross took one
year. How many groceries can they splurge
on for the whole look at that dead body, and then lifted her face toward heaven, and with tears streaming down here cheeks, said, “Happy Easter, Edith - Happy Easter!” Well,
year while Dept. Phyllis Cross left Edith’s body, walked out of the room, and over to a table where two student nurses were sitting. She said, “My name is Phyllis Cross. Do
you believe in Easter?” God bless you Edith, Happy Easter.
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far reaching benefits for all citizens. Board of Supervisors are participating in an open dialog with the goal of
creating the legal framework to move forward with the
transformation of the medical cannabis industry into a viable means of livelihood for thousands of Trinity County residents.
The public is invited to attend. The next meeting will be held at the Strawhouse in Big Flat
on Saturday, April 11th at 1pm. Strawhouse
is a destination for those that love ambience,
great river views and amazing gourmet coffee,
AKITA x GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS USA Chamdelicious food and local wines. Strawhouse is
pion Schutxhund Level 3 winning line (650) 296-2169
20 miles west from Weaverville on Hwy 299.

